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Ragnarok m eternal love wizard guide skill

INT pump all the way up to 99 (for maximum magic damage) Pump DEX All the way up to 99 (for faster spells) Orlean's Orlean server adds protection and magic protection. There is also damage of magic reflection. Where do we get this ? - Def +31, INT +4, M.Atk +5%, CT Variable –10% Where can we get this? Staunch shoes are highly
protected and increase the speed of movement and reduce casting time when installing Staunch Robe – Def +22, movement speed +2%. – This item was discarded by vagabond wolf wizardry recommended due to high magic attack bonus - M.Atk + 97, INT +3, M.Atk +10% for distillation +1 Ignore M.Def +2% Where can we get this? –
Equipment upgrades of drill staff, which is crafted in Prontera Elven Ear Craft Equipment Elven plus INT and Magic Attack Bonus – INT +2, M.Atk +5% Do We Get This? - Blueprint dropped by Giearth Magic Eyes Reduces Cast Time but Increases Consumption SP - Def + 5, M.Def +5, Variable Casting Time – 10%, SP Consumption
+20% Where can we get this? – Blueprints reduced by angry ghost wind Snarl Fury Snarl reduces witchcraft casting time, also reduces damage taken from humans – CT variable –10%, Reducing the damage of the human race +5%, for distillation +1, Demi-Human race damage reduction +1% (up to 15%) Where do we find it from?
Reduces cast time when installing Orlean servers - M.Atk + 60, DEX +2, M.Atk +10%. – This item was discarded by phreeoni eye of Dullahan Eye of Dullahan with a high magic attack bonus. – This item was discarded by Orc Lord Skill Build Mage Soul Strike – 10 (this will be your skill for leveling as Mage, you may reset to zero after you
reach the high wizard),Add Spiritual Recovery – 10 (this skill should be the highest due to SP recovery bonus), Ring of Fire – 10 (this is the defense skill that will help you stay)Lightning – 5 Lightning – 3 Lightning – 2 you can max out the lightning skills later in the game. You must use these bolts based on the elemental type of monster
wizard drive heaven - 1 to 4 (space impact skills, good skills with wind type monsters. Skills can peak later),Magic Crasher – 5 (this will be your skill for leveling as a wizard. You can reset to zero after you reach the High Wizard)Soul Drain – 10 (add SP for each monster killing skill should be maximum) Power Vest – 5 (reduced physical
damage by 40% skill should be max)Gust Storm – 1 (space impact skills. There is a chance to freeze monsters in space)Jupitel Thunder – 5 (skills needed to reach Lord of Vermillion) Lord of Vermillion – 10 (Space Impact Skills. There is significant damage to water-type enemies. High Wizard skills needed to level up) Magic Power
Magnification – 10 (Add Magic Damage 50% on Max) Napalm Vulcan – 6 (this is a casting skill almost immediately, which is very good with Eggyras, you can add additional skill points until you can hit Eggyras), add lightning bolt to 10, add cool bolt to 10 Alight – 10 (fire element attack has the chance to burn the burning target to get 25%
of all the magic wheel attacks). This guide will teach you the right statistics, skills and equipment for building a farming wizard in Ragnarok Mobile, including where to raise and farm. Using this guide, you will be able to create crazy farming characters in a short time, helping you get hundreds of thousands of zeny per day! One of the best
classes to choose first when starting at Ragnarok M: Eternal Love is wizards, damage their high magic and areas of impact skills, making them the perfect class for agricultural materials early in the game. The statistics for the wizard are very simple: Pump INT until 99, then start pumping DEX early, you don't need DEX for faster casting.
The trick is to use fast casting skills such as Soul Strike and Magic Crasher, also put only 1 skill point on skills such as Drive Heaven and Storm Gust, these skills increase in the more handsome time the levels they have, so having them in Level 1 will allow you to throw them almost insta when you add your INT to the maximum, then you
should place points on dex skill-building Mage (respectively) Soul Strike 5. Add Recovery SP 10 Lightning Bolt 5 Fire Ring (Fire Wall) 10 Max Soul Strike 2-3 Score each cool bolt and bolt as Mage your essential skills are Soul Strike and Fire Wall Soul Strike is the most despicable skill with almost instant casting time. The Ring of Fire (Fire
Wall) is used as a defense skill to protect you from a mob that strikes like a truck. Wizard (respectively) Drive Heaven 1 Magic Crasher 5 Soul Drain 10 Power Coats 5 Blizzard 1, etc. ... As wizards, your main farming skills will be the heavenly drive, and Magic Crasher, the drive of heaven is excellent against the enemy type winds
(Hornets, Menblatts, Dustiness), while Magic Crasher is your only target skill, all of you, since it involves damage to the neutral elements. Both skills are fast and instantly, respectively, with a slight cooldown, which makes Best skills for grinding Maximum soul drainage is great for SP sustainability, when used in tandem with Magic
Crasher, the power vest will help you get more protection and magic damage to maximize your wizard's farming potential. Storm Gust is mainly used as a magic AoE utility to stop the mob and is as good as supporting skills when at parties. After that, it's up to you whether the skills you will get may be Jupitel Thunder and max out Lord of
vermillion Magic Powers Wizard High 10 Napalm Vulcan 6-10 (depending on your device). Lightning Bolt 10 Cool Bolt 10 Add Recovery SP 10 Fire Wall 10 You will get maximum agricultural power when you become a high wizard. Using Magic Powers and Napalm Vulcan, you can shoot one Eggyras shot and a crazy zeny-like farm (full
guide: How to hit Eggyra and zeny many farms) At this point you may want to reset your skills and these Mage skills to the max: fire bolt, cold bolt, SP recovery and fire wall. Finally, pick up your Aesir monument and run on your Rune path to a meteorite storm (related: a guide to running the system). This will help you farm on stings, which
are susceptible to fire elements. Meteorite storms don't have a fixed casting time, which allows you to throw quickly or instacast it by reducing your casting lag. The cultivation point here is a common point in farming for the materials needed to fabricate items. I recommend using Magic Crasher Paradise Drive and play dead in your
automatic skill box (Related: Play The Dead Guide). Remember that the key is to kill the mob as fast as you can. This usually means going for a mob with a few levels lower than you so you can insta kill them in 1-3 skill actors. Just take note of the level gap penalty: If the monster is more than 10 levels below or above you, the lower rate
will decrease slightly Prontera West / Sewer Rocker &amp; Willow — Jellopy-Chon — Iron Yoyo — Feather Spores, Insect Thieves — Jellopy Thief Male Bug — Iron Familiar &amp; Thief Bug Female — Rotten Bandage Labyrinth Forest Goblin Forest (40+) Mjolnir (40+) North Prontera (50+) Perfect for farming and leveling) Payton Cave
(60-80+) 70-80+ Sting — Anolian Meteore — Lord of Vermillion Orc Village — Fire Bolt Glast Heim Kodbols (Featured Bold End Game) Caps: Wizard Hat/Mage Hat/Magic Eyes Elven Ears Angry Snarl Weapon: More MAtk, Little SP regen: Drill Staff – &gt; Wizard staff (Dullahan's eye combo) More SP regen, Little MAtk: Concierge - &gt;
Croce staff off hand flower bracelet (for Magic Crasher only) Statue of Judge (SP regen) Magic Bible Orlean's Server (Orlean's Glove Combo) Armor: Mage Coat -&gt; Robe of Garment Cast: Staunch Robe (Combo with Staunch Shoes) Shoes: Staunch Boots (Combo with Staunch Robe) Accessories: INT Earring Orlean Necklace Gloves
(Orlean Server Combo) Eyeahan (Wizard's Combo) How to Increase Magic Damage (MAtk) How to Damage Casting Time Reduction (CT) DEX Statistics (Late Game) DEX Orlean Gloves + Orlean's Server = -20% CT Variable Orlean's Set + Orlean's Necklace = -15% CT, Cast's Fixed Coat = -10% CT Variable Staunch Boots + Staunch
Robe = -10% CT Variable Angry Snarl = -10% CT Magic Eye Variable = -10% CT Variable Isis Pet = -5% CT Variable Summary Wizard is one of the best classes for farming. Invest in the right equipment for your farmer Wiz and before you know it, you will see your return on investment back! What is your favorite farming spot? What
devices and cards do you like? Leave a comment below! Published November 6, 2018, 2019 2019
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